The good and the bad situation of older Polish widows

**Introduction**

A person’s financial wellbeing constitutes one of the most important elements of one’s life situation. It is therefore not surprising that scientists show great interest in understanding the degree to which an individual can fulfill own needs through income [Błędowski 2012].

This subject is especially important in the context of widowhood, and even more so in the case of women in older age. Compared to widowers and married women, older widows are typically at a higher risk of finding themselves in a difficult financial situation. However, the questions arise here: what exactly is a good or bad financial situation? How do the widows themselves understand these notions? Answering these questions is this article’s goal. What makes this aim relevant is the fact that making effective decisions on how to support the widowed older women and help them live out the rests of their lives in dignity requires pertinent and detailed knowledge about the financial problems they face.

**Widowhood and the financial situation of the older people**

A connection between widowhood and the higher risk of a difficult financial situation has been amply documented [Bernard and Li 2006; Biro 2013; Bound, Duncan, Laren, and Oleinick 1991; Cherchye, De Rock, and Vermeulen 2008; Corden, Hirst, and Nice 2008; Gillen and Kim 2009; Hungerford 2001; Li 2004; McGarry and Schoeni 2005; Timoszuk 2017; Timoszuk 2019]. Despite the subject’s importance, to the best of my knowledge, the Polish scientific literature includes thus far only few publications on social or demographical aspects of widowhood in the context of Polish population. These scarce studies were published by Kurzynowski [1975, 2004] and Szukalski [2004, 2006, 2007, 2013a]. This is surprising since widows and widowers in Poland are a fairly numerous group. According to data from the 2011 Polish Census, over three million people were widowed. Most of them were women over the age of 65: almost two million people, which made nearly 6% of the Polish population.

One of the important themes in the research on widowed people concerns the relationship between widowhood and difficult financial situation. There are several probable causes of this connection. Losing the deceased spouse’s income (benefits) is one of them, as it results in a decrease of the total household income. However, this is not necessarily the deciding factor. In one of the most comprehensive studies on the financial situations of widowed people – the British ‘Financial Implications of Death of a Partner’ project – the results of statistical analysis showed the apparent lack of a clear connection between worsening finances and the analysed dependent variables, income being one of them. Among the respondents who reported worse financial situation (after becoming widowed) were both those whose equivalent incomes increased and those whose incomes decreased, although the ranges of these changes varied [Corden et al. 2008].

The spouse’s death can also impact a household’s financial situation negatively by decreasing (and even eliminating) economies of scale. The term ap-
plies to savings made in the multi-person households and is used to describe the cost reduction obtained due to a decreased costs per person [Kotowska, Panek and Sączewska-Piotrowska 2015; Szukalski 2013b]. For example, more household members result in lower cost per person of food or cleaning products thanks to purchasing more cost effective products or packs. Furthermore, fixed costs like rent or heating in winter are divided among more people. What’s important, the decreasing economy of scale may be more noticeable in smaller households. Because of that it would be valuable to know what is the structure of older widows’s household in Polish population, particularly information on what percentage of them lives alone. Unfortunately, the results of the 2011 Polish Census do not provide such information. However, the PolSenior study conducted between 2007 and 2011 offers approximated data on this topic. It shows that about one-third of the women aged 65+ live alone (Table 1). Obviously these are only approximate figures as not every person living alone is a widow. On the other hand, in the older age groups an overwhelming majority of single women are widows [Szatur-Jaworska 2012, p. 421].

### Table 1. Percentage of people who are single or live alone among older women

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age group</th>
<th>55–59</th>
<th>65–74</th>
<th>≥75</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Single people</td>
<td>31.8</td>
<td>48.2</td>
<td>78.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>People living alone</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>26.2</td>
<td>32.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Comment: data for the 60–64 group was not gathered as part of the PolSenior project.


A more difficult financial situation of widows and widowers in older age may be related to their meager opportunities of increasing household income. At that stage of life, earnings typically gradually decline due to person’s ceasing economic activity. Noteworthy, it is women who typically receive lower benefits, which in turn increases their risk of poverty [Błędowski 2011; Karczewicz 2020; Zaïdi 2010]. Consequently, one of the most contrasting differences between the financial situations of widows and widowers are income disproportions with women reporting more frequently financial difficulties [Bernard and Li 2006; Corden et al. 2008; DiGiacomo, Davidson, Byles, and Nolan 2013].

Increasing income by additional work may not always be possible for widowed people in older age groups due to the difficulties older people face when seeking employment [Ruzik and Perek Bialas 2005; Turek and Henkens 2020]. Moreover, worsening health condition may make finding employment difficult even more. Especially since with age increases the risk of morbidity and multimorbidity, i.e. the co-occurrence of at least two chronic diseases in one person [Robine and Cambois 2013; Salive 2013; Shakoori, Aslam, Ashraf, and Akram 2020]. Additionally, the higher probability of health problems entails the higher risk of incurring more costs for medicine, medical services, and healthcare spending overall, which could lead to even worse financial situation.

Furthermore, the difficult situation of widowed persons may be a consequence from events that occurred when the deceased spouse was still alive. An example of that could be the payment of financial liabilities incurred by the partner before the death or depletion of household savings if the partner required expensive medical treatment or care, especially long-term [Corden et al. 2008; McGarry and Schoeni 2005]. In extreme cases, medical costs reach such exorbitant levels that a married couple might have taken up loans (not necessarily from banks). Eventually, after becoming widowed, the surviving spouse not only ends up without savings but also a debt to repay.

The studies on the impact of being a widow(er) on older persons’ financial situations focus overwhelmingly on the negative consequences. However, contrary to popular stereotypes, widowhood can sometimes strengthen a person’s financial position. One such case could be the disappearance of a financial liability stemming from the spouse’s addiction such as alcohol abuse, smoking, or gambling. Such situations could even lead to the widowed spouse feeling more financial security. Another example is the spouse’s aforementioned costly medical care. From a purely economical perspective, the death of a spouse puts an end to a period of increased spending [Corden et al. 2008].

### Methods and data

The analyses presented in this article constitute parts of a larger body of research, conducted by me as a part of my doctoral dissertation. One of the thesis’ goals was to identify the financial difficulties faced by the older widows [Timoszuk 2019]. To accomplish this, I had to ascertain what a good or bad
financial situation meant to the respondents themselves. How did they understand it, and what did they associate with it? The presented results were achieved as a part of a qualitative study conducted within a post-positivist paradigm [Norman and Yvonna 2014]. The most basic tool utilised for collecting empirical data was a semi-structured, individual in-depth interview. Its application was decided mainly by two critical premises. Firstly, it was a specialised qualitative interview with the goal of ‘obtaining a description of the subject’s life world and discovering the way they interpret the topic’ [Kvale 2010, p. 100, also pp. 37, 42]. This property is in strict correlation to the questions posed to this study. Secondly, individual interviews are an appropriate tool in the case of research topics that address issues of a difficult, painful, or intimate nature. Many matters discussed during the interviews were precisely of such nature. Among other things, the interviews concerned experiences with widowhood, current financial situation – at times a very difficult one – and financial problems.

The study was conducted based on the problem-centered interview method [Witzel 2000], which recommends gathering data from multiple sources. The collected research material thus consisted of a questionnaire, a partially structured individual in-depth interview and field notes, which were written down shortly after the conclusion of each interview. I also kept a research journal.

Sample

Twenty-five widows participated in the study, all aged 65–79, living in Poland in one-person households (see Tables 2 and 3). An important issue from the viewpoint of the study’s goal was the appropriate selection of a heterogeneous sample, i.e. widows with different financial situations, length of widowhood, and demographic and social characteristics like age or level of education. The study was conducted in smaller and larger cities in two voivodeships: Podlaskie and Mazowieckie.

Table 2. Participants in the qualitative study: widows aged 65–79, number = 25

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Widow’s own assessment of the financial situation</td>
<td>Very difficult</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Difficult</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rather difficult</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rather easy</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Easy</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Very easy</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Field study and gathered material analysis

All interviews of the study (the three pilot and the 25 main interviews) were conducted by me in person, with no other parties present. I conducted all interviews in each interviewees’ home, with the exception of one widow. The pilot interviews took place in the first half of April 2017 and the main interviews between May and July of 2017. Each con-
conversation was recorded after prior consent from the interviewee. The median length of the main interviews was 84 minutes, the average was 87 minutes and the standard deviation was 27 minutes.

Candidates for the interviews were recruited by the AD Hoc research agency. Interviewees who met the predetermined criteria were identified through the agency’s database and later with the snowball sampling method.

All recordings were professionally transcribed. I analysed the empirical data within the NVivo 11 program and used the bottom-up coding. I was investigating the obtained codes and categories in the course of coding as well as after I encoded all the transcriptions. These codes and categories served as a base for identifying overarching categories and, further, the main research themes.

Results

The results of the study, which answer the questions posed at the beginning of the article, will be discussed below. The first part contains descriptions of what the widows considered a good (or bad) financial situation. The second part includes the results concerning expenses the widows labeled as priorities.

Each interviewee’s name shown in this study was changed for the sake of anonymity.

Good versus bad financial situations

One of the recurring themes of the interviews was that the widows did not consider their financial situation as dependent solely on the amount of their total income, e.g. salary, retirement pension, and other state benefits. While they did stress the importance of such funds, their absolute amount was not a crucial element. In fact, to them the essential issue was the widows’ financial capacity to cover the necessary expenses on a regular basis, and therefore the ratio of income to expenses.

The widows expected two particular conditions to be fulfilled in order to label their financial situation as good. Firstly, one should be able to function normally without constantly thinking whether she could afford a particular, even the most basic, product (no need to ‘count every penny’). Secondly, a widow should be able to cover the most important monthly expenses on her own, without the need to borrow money. Therefore there appears an indication of self-sufficiency and financial independence:

> Because I can afford all the basic needs. I don’t have to borrow or take loans. So I believe (my financial situation) is good.

Irena, widow for eight years
Assessment: ‘rather easy’, age: between 65 and 72 years.

As mentioned earlier, the relationship between income and essential expenses played a key role in widows’ assessment of their financial situation. This observation was especially noticeable when comparing persons with similar incomes or in the assessment of financial situations.

Comparison 1: different assessment of financial situation – comparable income levels (around PLN 1200)

And now, do you feel you have enough to live month-to-month?
Yes, yes. I’m not worried about not affording things, nothing like that, no.

And does your financial situation cause you any kind of worry? Are you ever worried about it?
For me, I manage with the five hundred fifty (zlotys) I’m left with (after bills). It’s enough to live on.

Malgorzata, widow for three years
Assessment: ‘rather easy’, age: between 73 and 79 years.

How would you assess your financial situation?
I mean, I can’t complain. ... You know, of course I’d like to have a bit more money – the 1150 zlotys is not much. But I’m still thankful to have what I have, I just hope it’s not going to get worse. Because for now, really, I can afford to eat. I don’t walk around hungry. I can pay my bills, sleep

Comparison 2: similar assessment of financial situation – varied income levels (difference of 1750 PLN)

How would you assess your financial situation?

Barbara, widow for 19 years
Assessment: ‘difficult’, age: between 65 and 72 years.

So month-to-month, do you think you have enough?
No, actually (speaking quietly).

How would you assess your financial situation?
soundly. Buy my medication. So... there is always some spare money.
Stanisława, widow for 14 years
Assessment: ‘easy’,
age: between 65 and 72 years.
I was always able to pay all of my dues, I wouldn’t say that I struggle with poverty or anything like that. I don’t have to count every penny to make sure I can survive paycheck to paycheck.
Lucyna, widow for four years
Assessment: ‘easy’,
age: between 65 and 72 years.

As we can see, the higher income did not guarantee a better assessment of the interviewee’s financial situation. An important element of a positive assessment depended on whether the widow had sufficient financial capacity to meet her most important spending needs. However, which spending needs did the widows consider the most important?
The interviews clearly show that this notion (most important need) conveyed not the ability to incur any kind of expenses or meeting all kinds of needs. Moreover, regardless of their subjective assessment of their financial situation, the widows enumerated almost exactly the same expenses as the most important.

Priority expenses
A common answer to the question about the most important expense – often given spontaneously and without thinking – was housing charges and energy carriers. The widows tended to broaden their responses when talking about these costs. The financial obligations relating to the use of housing and energy carriers were seen as so important that many widows reported paying for them immediately after receiving their pensions. The reason for this was often the fear of falling behind with payments and, as a result, losing their place of residence, having no electricity, or risking eviction. This type of expenses was therefore connected to the fear of highly undesirable consequences that would occur if the fees were not paid. Noteworthy, a high – and most often the highest – priority was ascribed to these expenses by interviewees in both difficult as well as good financial situations alike. Thus, the subjective financial situation seemed to play no noticeable role in which expense was considered a priority.
When I pay my rent – and I have just paid my rent off for the month. Got my pension on the sixth. Paid my rent, paid my bills – I can rest easy until July now. I know I paid all my stuff, no one’s going to come kick me out. Or cut my power off.
Stanisława, widow for 14 years
Assessment: ‘easy’,
age: between 65 and 72 years.

What would you say is the most important for you to pay for, to buy?
My apartment. Definitely. ... I’m so scared to end up living in – what do you call them? – slums, or something like that.
Barbara, widow for 19 years
Assessment: ‘difficult’,
age: between 65 and 72 years.

High priority was also ascribed to medication. Thus, the interviewees’ answers revolved primarily around these three cost groups: housing charges, energy carriers, and medication. Interestingly enough, most of the interviewed widows treated the rest of their spending needs collectively. A typical response was claiming that, firstly, a widow would have to put together the funds to pay for housing and medication and then – using whatever else she had left – try to satisfy other spending needs. The below response illustrates the widows’ typical position and how they perceive their priority spending needs:
Because if I have, say, 400 zlotys of pension, I will pay my bills first. I will pay my bills, then pay for my medication, of course, because I have, as they say, a truckload of those. And after that what little (money I’m left with is what) I live on.
Wanda, widow for 12 years
Assessment: ‘difficult’,
age: between 65 and 72 years.

It seems slightly surprising to see that only a few interviewees mentioned food as one of the more important spending needs. The widows paid little attention to questions about groceries. However, questions about expenses they would be willing to forgo, had their pensions been unexpectedly lowered, yielded plenty of interesting information in this area. The aim of this question was to understand which spending needs are – in the opinion of the interviewees – so important and essential that they would need to pay for them despite a lowered income. It became clear that the widows would only continue to pay the housing and energy carrier charges. However, this time the issue of buying food started to emerge, often raised in connection with expenses on medicines: the interviewees stated they would
have to make a choice between buying food or medicine. Such a decision would be rather dramatic since – as they emphasised – both expenses are essential, so economising on one of them is impossible without a negative impact on their health:

If, knock on wood, the government comes and says they’re bringing down pensions by 25%? ... And if you had 1100 zlotys. What do you think, how would it go, how would [your life] change?

Well, what would change? What would change is that I’d have to pay my bills, buy medication, and that, the rest (what would remain would) be what I live on. And I’d have to survive like that. That’s how, that’s how I was living after my husband had passed. My husband had passed and it was tough. One of my daughter, I won’t lie, she was buying me things, her family was getting me some things. ... Yes, they were helping me. Because without work, you know, I just buttered my bread and that was my meal, you know.

Łucja, widow for 14 years
Assessment: ‘difficult’,
age: between 65 and 72 years.

At this point, I should highlight another relevant issue, which occurred frequently in many interviews: the inability to freely manage expenses. A difficult financial situation often meant the widow did not have full financial capacity, in the interviewee’s words: a life with limitations (as one of the widows described it).

It’s enough, but I am limited. I can’t afford everything I’d want to, I just can’t. I have to be selective.

Zuzanna, widow for 8 years
Assessment: ‘rather difficult’,
age: between 65 and 72 years.

This issue was all the more important because covering the most important expenses regularly affected some widows’ sense of peace and security:

Like I said, I am in a decent enough situation. Because I don’t have to worry about not having enough to pay my bills. That’s just awfully stressful. Later this would end with various financial complications.

Irena, widow for eight years
Assessment: ‘rather easy’,
age: between 65 and 72 years.

And does your financial situation cause you any kind of worry?
Yes, yes, I barely sleep at night. ...

Why?
I keep on thinking what to do to survive (with a sad voice).

Barbara, widow for 19 years
Assessment: ‘difficult’,
age: between 65 and 72 years.

Life with limitations was connected to a wide range of negative consequences. One of them could entail having to buy cheaper and lower quality food products in order to afford medications. This result is consistent with the aforementioned problem of what would happen if a widow were to start receiving a smaller pension.

If I had that last 100 zlotys and needed to pay off my prescription. And I had to pay (the prescription) until the nineteenth, and the nineteenth was coming up, I’d pay (the prescription). I’d save on other things (on food). I will just buy bread and some butter.

Ewa, widow for 18 years
Assessment: ‘rather difficult’,
age: between 73 and 79 years.

Finally, regardless of how the interviewed women assessed their financial situation – as good or difficult – they considered that they were no longer able to further reduce their spending. They could not find any spending needs they would be able to abandon. At most, they would point to potential small amounts they could save, which they believe would not significantly change the costs they incur anyway.

And if you had to stop paying your bills or doing grocery, what would you give up as an absolute last resort?
I just don’t even know what to say to that. How do I give any of that up, if I need all of it? Medications, electricity, everything, it’s all necessary.

Elżbieta, widow for 16 years
Assessment: ‘difficult’,
age: between 73 and 79 years.

Discussion

Improving the life of older widows requires knowledge of what their life is like. From the perspective of policymaking aimed to combat poverty, it may be particularly important to know which spending needs are essential and why, but also what would be the consequences of a deterioration of widows’ absolute income. Therefore, what con-
clusions can be drawn from the results presented on the financial situation of older widows who live in Poland?

Initially, the presented analysis set out to determine what the widows themselves understand as a good financial situation. It turns out it is not so much the absolute income as its relation to priority expenses. However connected these two elements may be to one another, it was the ability to continuously meet the most important spending needs that was an elementarily requisite factor for a widow to positively assess her financial situation. In practice, that means a person who receives low pension overall but spends relatively little on their priority needs, may still assess their financial situation as good. Conversely, a woman with a higher pension could just as much assess her financial situation as poor if she had costly spending needs to cover. Therefore, the relationship between important expenses and income is an imperative one. This is particularly important because the emergence and persistence of disparities between the two elements can lead to material deprivation. Hence, an older widow’s household budget overburdened with priority expenses constitutes a situation that should engender particular interest from public authorities.

We could have expected the interviewees to significantly differ in terms of the expenses they considered important as the sample was heterogeneous, and interviewees’ life situations varied greatly. Nevertheless, widows described similar costs as of the highest priority: obligatory housing charges (rent, electricity, gas, etc.) and medications. Quite commonly, they perceived these costs as the most severe in the household budget. At the same time, it was only after covering priority spending that the widows tried to meet their remaining spending needs. This suggests that they had little financial margin to meet other spending needs, including any unexpected expenses. From the perspective of social security, this information is important because it indicates an area of risk, which when realised – through an unforeseen but necessary expense – may contribute to a significant deterioration in the material situation of an older widow.

The information provided by this study can be used to plan more effective aid programs for widowed women. Let us consider the following example: suppose a planned implementation of a program to combat older widows’ poverty whose primary objective would be to improve the quality of their food. One possible solution could be to subsidise housing and utility fees from public funds. This would free up the widows’ additional financial resources to cover their remaining needs and, therefore, good quality food products. However, is that a good enough solution? It is not at all certain that a reduction in the burden on widows’ household budgets in terms of housing and utility charges would actually translate into an improvement of the food products they consume. It is likely that they could use the funds for other purposes, e.g. gifts for their grandchildren, which they also considered particularly important [Timoszuk 2019]. This suggests that subsidising the cost of housing and utility charges will not achieve the aim of the program. However, the results presented in this article provide guidance that could help to design more effective tools. Indeed, we know that widows first pay housing and utility charges, which suggests that there may be no point in interfering in this area. These are top priority spending needs, which will be met regardless of everything else. This means that the program would do better to influence food expenses directly. With that, there would be greater certainty that relieving the burden of household budgets will actually translate into improved quality and variety of food products consumed by widows. Therefore, a more effective approach could be to introduce vouchers that widows could only use for food products or just fruits and vegetables.

Finally, we should note that the financial situation of widowed women is complicated and results from many elements, e.g. her life, housing, work situations. I analysed these issues in the same study but the presentation of the results in this area exceeds the subject of this article. Nevertheless, I should at least mention the factors that – according to the interviewees – influenced their financial situation. These were mainly the loss of spouse’s benefits as a result of widowhood, the disappearance of high costs associated with e.g. husband’s medical treatment or addiction after his death; the widow’s health condition (medical expenses, medications, and reduced earning opportunities); taking additional jobs; the support of family and friends (mainly children, but also siblings) [Timoszuk 2019].

Although the study focused on the material situation of widows in older age, this does not mean that its results and conclusions are only relevant for this specific social group. It is possible that these issues are commonplace among older women and, perhaps, older men as well. This is a limitation of the above study. Nevertheless, the exclusive focus
on widows in older age was intended. As the literature
on the subject revealed many times, they are
a group with one of the highest probabilities of expe-
rriencing poverty. Therefore, the study may be per-
ceived as a probe, as an identification of the financial
situation of this particular subgroup of older people
who are extremely vulnerable to experiencing pov-
erty or financial difficulty.

1 The study was conducted as part of a research project No.
2016/21/N/H4/02846 funded by the National Science Cen-
tre as part of the PRELUDIUM grant.
2 The article includes fragments from my doctoral dissertation: Ti-
moszuk, 2019.
3 Noteworthy, while widowhood rarely appeared in the Polish
scientific literature as a matter of broader analysis, there are
publications that signal the importance of marriage and wid-
owhood to demographical or societal matters; e.g. see Halik,
2002.
4 Own calculations supported by data on population state and
structure by age, gender, and marital status from the 2011
Polish Census (http://stat.gov.pl, DOI: 2013/04/09). The cal-
culations include people aged 15 and above, and it does not
consider the ‘undetermined’ category for marital status.
5 The methodology of qualitative research assumes an open and
exploratory nature, whereby in the initial stage, definitions
and hypotheses for testing purposes are not formulated at the
outset, just as with quantitative research. Instead, these are
researched and perfected over the course of the study [Flick
2012].
6 All research documents are attached to the dissertation: Ti-
moszuk 2019.
7 A critically important criterion of choice was ensuring that
the degree of variety of the respondents’ financial situations
was as high as possible. As expected, recruiting widows who
judged their financial situations positively proved the most
challenging. For this reason, though the initial sample was
planned to include 24 interviewees, a decision was made to
invite another interviewee in a very good financial situation. As
planned to include 24 interviewees, a decision was made to
include an interviewee in a very good financial situation. As
expected, recruiting widows who
judged their financial situations positively proved the most
challenging. For this reason, though the initial sample was
planned to include 24 interviewees, a decision was made to
include another interviewee in a very good financial situation. As
such, the sample ultimately consisted of 25 widows.
8 In this case, the participant requested the interview to hap-
pen outside of her home. It was conducted in a public place
selected by the widow herself, one which nonetheless allowed
for a comfortable and intimate atmosphere.
9 The method of analysing empirical data was based primarily
on guidelines taken from Gibbs 2011; Miles and Huberman
2000; Mynarska 2009.
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